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Introduction

Upon the resolution M32.9 about Mongolian proposal, China has convened a meeting 
discussing Mongolian Ad Hoc report N1515 in Inner Mongolia.

The experts accepted the ad hoc report provisionally and prepared another draft with 
all necessary documents in high quality including the feedback addressing the open 
issues in N1515. This draft is composed of the following parts:

•Views Expressed During Discussion on "Report of the Ad-Hoc Group on Mongolian 
Encoding (N1515).
This part presents our analysis and opinions on approach of control characters This 
part also address the open issues in N1515 and introduce "Suggestions on Mongolian 
compulsory ligatures" as well as its relation with Mongolian transliteration covered in 
ISO/TC46/SC2.
• Coding prevention, code tables and their namelist
• There is an appendix attached "Technical errors found in ’N1515’", which listed all
technic^ and editorial defects in N1515.
• 2 Sample sheet of Mongolian reference table in high quality.

During middle of May 1997 China send a delegation to London for Mongolian 
transliteration of ISO/TC46/SC2 meeting. Mongolian experts exchanged opinions on 
Mongolian encoding with the experts from Mongolia, U.K, Ireland and Germany. 
They are just about to prefer the control character approach in N1510, which was 
achieved in Intemational Mongolian Encoding Meeting held in August of 1996 in 
Beijing. China thinks it necessary to discuss again on this seemingly last disagreed 
part of Mongolian encoding proposal and proposed to hold a Mongolian discussion 
meeting again in China. China contacted Mongolia and UNU/HST to have their 
opinions. Mongolia responded actively and invited China to send a delegation to the 
World Mongolian Conference in Ulanbaator 12^** of August 1997. China has agreed to 
attend the conference and suggest having a specific meeting on Mongolian encoding.



However China would like to have the experts from UNU/IIST to attend the meeting 
too, since they are applying for a liaison identity and especially thfey have different 
ideas on control approach. Their availability would contribute to the real agreement 
potentially reached in Mongolia. China has sent several faxes and mails to UNU/IIST, 
with no reply until I came here.

Under this environment, China did not present the entire Mongolian reference table 
and the related documents.
China hope to present the final and high quality Mongolian encoding proposal draft 
after that conference.

— End



Mongolian Character Encoding Conventions

1. The Mongolian script character set is a coding proposal of Mongolian scriptswhich includes 
Mongolian letters, Todo letters, Sibe letters, Manchu letters, Ali Gali (letters used for the 
transcription of Tibetan and Sanskrit) , punctuation marks, digits and control characters. The 
written languages Todo, Sibe and Manchu all share Mongolian letters.

This proposal only encodes canonical characters. Ligatures which are logically larger than one 
character unit and graphemes which are logically smaller than one character unit are exclud
ed.

2. The encoding is given in the sequence 
0 punctuation marks 
0 digits 
^ letters.

The letters comprise Mongolian letters, Mongolian Todo letters, Mongolian Sibeletters, Mon
golian Manchu letters and Ali Gali letters.

Many Mongolian, Todo, Sibe and Manchu characters have different forms accordong to their 
position in the word (initial, medial or final). Due to additional variation, there can be more 
than ten presentation form variants for a given letter.

According to the relevant principles of ISO/IEC 10646, only one of those presentation forms 
is to be encoded. This form is named "basic character". For the vowels, their isolated forms 
are adopted. As a rule,only the presentation form appearing before the vowel "A" is adopted 
for the consonants. All other forms are classified as "presentation forms". Some characters of 
different scripts have have the same shape as the canonical character or the initial form but 
different shapes when being used in medial or final position. As an exception to the previous 
rule, in order to differentiate bdtween the character in different scripts, different forms are 
adopted as basic characters. For example, the middle form of the character ANG in Mongo
lian, Todo, Sibe and Manchu is »o, its final form is in Mongolian, in Todo, in Sibe

and in Manchu (as in Mongolian). In order to emphasize this difference, the medial form 

tO is chosen as basic characher for Mongolian and Manchu, the final form is chosen for To-
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do and the final form is chosen for Sibe. This exceptional treatment covers the tollowing 
Todo, Sibe and Manchu letters;

(TODO BA), ^ (TODO MA) , -7 (TODO TSA), 7 (TODO YA), nr (TODO 

HAA); ^ (SIBE E), TV (SIBE I) , uv (SIBE U) , ^ (SIBE KA), ^ (SIBE TA) , <t (SIBE

DA), T (SIBE JA); vr (MANGHUI), v/ (MANCHU KA), r (MANCHU RA),-^ 
(MANCHU FA).

3. Four characters require special treatment. The two Mongolian character pairs O and U as
well as OE and UE have almost the same shape both as basic characters and in their presemta- 
tion forms. However, in Mongolian, thesr four characters are independent and have different 
meanings despits their identical form. For example, (BODO) means "think", 

(BUDU) means "dye", (OEGELEHUE) means "trim" and luvOW (UEGELEHUE)

means " appeal". These words are distinguished by the difference of the four vowels O, U, 
OE, and UE. Thus, in the Basic Character Set, the four vowels are encoded as % (isolated 

form of O), V (initial form of U), lvn (isolated form of OE), and (initial form of 
UE) , In this way, the problems specific to Mongolian vowels are settled and accordance with 
ISO/IEC 10646 is achieved.

4. The basic characters of Mongolian, Todo, Sibe and Manchu are unified according to their 
shapes. The names of the unified charcters are listed in the order of Mongolian, Todo, Sibe 
and Machu; the name of the first representative in this list is taken as the character name. 
Letters only used in Mongolian and letters commonly used in the other scripts share the com
mon name prefix MONHOLIAN LETTER. The names of letters exclusively usef in Todo are 
prefixed by MONGOLIAN LETTER TODQ. The names of letters exclusively used in Sibe are 
prefixed by MONGOLIAN LETTER SIBE. The names of letters exclusively used in Manchu 
are prefixed by MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU. The Ali Gali letters of Mongolian, Todo 
and Manchu are prefixed by MONGOLIAN LETTER AG, MONGOLIAN LETTER TODO 
AG, and MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG, respectively.

5. Thp unified forms of the basic chqracters of the four scripts and their respective name vari
ants are recorded in the "Mongolian Reference Table".

6. The unified basic characters are arranged in the order of Mongolian, Todo, Sibe, Manchu 
and Ali Gali characters.
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o 7. In the majority of cases, the presentation forms of all four scripts can be determined by 
their position and other constraints. However, there is a very small number of cases where 
the proper form cannot be distinguished by word-internal constraints alone. In order to distin
guish these, various control characters are used. Their use is explained in the text accompany
ing the Mongolian Reference Table.

8. The presentation form set of Mongolian, Todo, Sibe, and Manchu as well as Ali Gali is 
listed in the separate Mongolian Reference Table.
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o
Views Expressed During Discussion on "Report of the 
Ad-Hoc Group on Mongolian Encoding^^ (N 1515)

n

The Mongolian Encoding Growp of China held a spedaL meeting in March, 
1997, during which our scholars discussed in detail the ^‘Report of the Ad- 
Hoc Group on Mongolian Evjcoding ” (iV 1515), result of the Singapore 
Conference of ISO/ lECf JTC/SC 2/WG2. Generally speaking, “N 

1515’’ is a rather good proposal that has incorporated Ike merits of various 
proposals formerly submitted. However, there stdl exist a few tecimical er
rors that should he improved as well as a few other problems that require far

ther consideration.
We agfree to accept this report as basis for further research, revision and 
perfection of the proposal.
We agree to Mongolian Encoding Character Conventions” and “Names of 
Mongolian Basic Character Set” of the report.
Certain graphic symbols in “Monglian Basic Character Set” ought to loe modi
fied {See oar “Mongolian Basic Character Set”').
Quite a number of items in “Mongolian Reference Table” of “N 1515” re
quire further consideration. For concrete views please see the “Mongolian 
Reference Table” we submit.
For certain technical errors in “N 1515” that require correction, please see 
our “Technical Errors Found in N 1515”.

Here we make the following suggestions for further discussion of ‘*N 1515”:

1. Mongolian space : We do not agree to the non-breaking space (NBSP) inl0646. 
Because the NBSP and the Mongolian space have deferent natures and deferent 
usages, so it can not be accepted.O



2. Control characters; Because of the characteristics of the written Monglian 
language, the use of control characters is unavoidable. Control characters 
can be divided in terms of functions under three groups, as (I) Variant Selec
tors; @ Character Separators and (3) Ligature Symbols respectively.

Roughly speaking, there are two kinds of variant selectors: one is used in writ
ing "complete words”; the other in writing "variant presentation forms” not 
within a word. The first kind of variant selectors appear highly frequently 
(Statistics shows that of one million words in linguistic material they appear al
together 117410 times, or 11. 74%) , but they do not require many variant se
lectors-two would be enough if we accept the method in "N 1515”. The second 
kind of variant selectors appear at a very low frequency (Statistics shows that 
they appear 1803 times in a single reading primer, or 0. 18% of the one million 
words of the linguistic material), but they require many variant selectors, at 
least ten if they are placed after characters as is shown in "N 1515”. In view of 
the above, we suggest that in formulating variant selectors, the former kind 
should be taken into greater consideration.
It is true that the way variant selectors are used as indicated in "N 1515” facili
tates the writing of variant presentation forms not within words, especially when 
we are considering the difficulty in computer processing. However, more vari
ant selectors will be needed in writing "complete words”, which will cause 
clients trouble to find their recording rules.
On the other hand, though the use of variant selectors as put forward by 
"N 1510” seems complicated and the clients have to look for rules for their en
coding, yet in writing complete words, the clients need fewer variant selectors 
and it is easier for them to remember them.
Besides, we suggest to preserve a word separator [7] and a ligature selector, 
for the time being because a definite view has not been agreed upon.
A word separator is used to separate a single word while preserving its joined 
shape, e. g. , (Gone), (Industry) which are composed of
^ trW ♦ UT Nf . They should be inputted as 0 □ nW and
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j^tjT[^[7j©^g[r]^T[^[T|^ below any variant. If we use variant selectors for 

this purpose, we will have to use a large number of them (in one single reading 
primer they appear 1745 times) , so we had better use one word separatdr for the 
convenience sake of the clients.
When a ligature selector is being used to select a “Possible Ligature, the liga
ture selector should be placed after the second of the two connected letters,e. g. , 

and can be written not as a ligature ^ ,or connected into a possible 
ligature ^ . When you select a possible ligature, you should encode it as <!> 
^ (For details of the possible ligature,see 5 below).

We agree to put the control symbol after a relevant character.
We also agree to include the control symbol in a relevant zone in 10646. Howev
er, there seems to be need to change the graphic forms of the variant selectors in
to to respectively so as to conform them to the name “Mongolian Vari
ant Selectors”.

3. Feedback for the various suggestions made in the “N 1515” Report.
(D We agree to change the character 129 into varied presentation form of 

character 128 (Mongolian letter AG ANUSVARA).
(2) We also agree to change the character 131 into varied presentation form 

of the character 13Q (Mongolian letter AG VISARGA).
@ The character 6 (Question-Interjection Mark of Mongolian ? ]) should 

not be named INTERROBANG as,in lj0646,for these two have different func
tions. That’s why we'd better preserve ?] . Such characters as ?], t ?,etc. , are 
also used in horizontally written languages,and being horizontal,there is no need 
to prepare other characters to meet the purpose. Since Mongolian is written verti
cally, we must prepare a special character ,for c^* —is impossible.

(J) We'd better keep the character 4 (Mongolian colon “ .. ”), which is not 
written the same way as the commonly used colon “: ”.

(g) The character 5 (four dots in Mongolian) should be preserved for it can
not be replaced by any other character.

4. Suggestions for Mongolian compulsory ligatures.
(X) There a-re altogether 194 compulsory ligatures in Mongolian (See “Mon-



golian Syllable Set” of our proposal. )
(2) Every compulsory ligature in Mongolian contains two letters,and there 

exists only one method to input or output it on the computer. For example, the 

final <!> 3^^ can be inputted only as ^ and the initial ^ ate connect
ed only as ^ .

(§) A ligature can be formed in more than one way, thus, the "Entire Sylla
ble Method” (which requires 194 characters) ; the "Horizontal Cutting Method” 
(for which 50-60 characters are needed) and the "Vertical Cutting Method”(20- 
30 characters are required). At present views vary.

(4) It's good if uniformity is reached in the future through consultations, 
but there is no need to impose it upon everybody. Since there is only one way ei
ther to input or to output a ligature,it does not seem necessary that only one 
method be adopted to connect two letters into a ligature.

(§) In view of the above, for the present we do not Hst in "Mongolian Refer
ence Table”varied presentation forms related to compulsory ligatures.

5. Suggestion regarding "Possible Ligatures in Mongolian”.
® In order to meet the needs in certain precision printing, we suggest to add 

some "possible Hgatures” to varied presentation forms,e. g. , ^
,etc. The number of such possible ligatures can be agreed upon through consulta
tions.

(2) We can use the ligature selector to mark a possible ligarure being used, 
e. g. , ^ ^ ,and can be marked as <?> ^
^ -^0 respectively.

6. Suggestion as to dovetail the Mongolian encoding and the Transliteration of 
Mongolian Characters in Latin Characters.
0 The problem as to how to dovetail Mongolian encoding system and the 

Transliteration of Mongolian Characters in Latin Characters is mentioned both in 
the Proceedings of the 17th Conference of ISO/TC 46/SC 2 in Oslo in May, 
1996 as well as in Mr John Clews' thesis . on our part, we also clearly raised 
thes problem in our Proposal for the Transliteration of Mongolian Characters in 
Latin Characters submitted to ISO/TC 4 6/SC 2. It seems that all sides concerned



have reached a common understanding of this problem .
(2) In view of the above, we propose:
A To use -(Nirugu) to mark the initial n , , tu and of the second root of
a double-root word in complete words. Thus, n in can be inputted as V

, and TO, TOT are marked as -K, -V, and . If so, international practice will 
easily transliterate them into ^‘buyan-arbi” and ‘^-i, -u, -o”. On the other 
hand, however, if V [i^, K* [i^, 'Hy [j;i53l and kn |mc4| are used as indicated in 

“N 1515”, then we will face two difficulties in transliterating [^, [m^ and 
, i. e. , ® we are in fact translitterating different variant presentation forms 

into one and the same transliterationg symbol; and @ we have to take unneces
sary troulbe to shift the varinat selector after a vowel to a place before the vowel 
for transliterating so as to conform to international practice.
The combination of a final separate vowel with a consonant proceeding it, like 

(syllable NA) , (syllable QA) , (syllable GA) , (syllable ME) ,

(syllable LA) , (syllable SA) , (syllable SHE) , (syllable JA) , C-;) 

(syllable YE) , (syllable RE) , (syllable WA) , etc. , can each be marked 
bv a variant selector after the vowel, e. g. , is marked i V [j^, ^ as |MC4| >

as ^ and so on. We can also mark them with a variant selector after the
consonant, e. g. , r/ is marked as ^ [mcs] V, ^ ^ as |mc8| V and ^ ^ as ^ |mc4[ So 

far as computer coding is concerned, we mustn't say that one method is better 
than the other But when we are trying to dovetail our method and ‘^Translitera
tion of Mongolian Characters in Latin Characters”, it becomes evident that it's 
better to place the variant selector after the consonant, because in that case these 
syllables can be easily transliterated into n_a, q.a, g.a, m.e, La, s.a, sh.e, j.a, 

y.e, r_e and w.a.

The Chines delegation

97:04:15
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9

(aasn aa xon tiyhs Nomsoa srax)dLLZl
(aasn aa xok tivhs Nomsod smi)3.L9Zl
(aasn aa xok tivhs Nomsod seeu)QLSZ\
(aasn aa xon tivhs Noinsod srax)OLPZl
(aasn aa xok tivhs Nomsod srax)QLZZl
(aasn aa xon tivhs Nomsod srax)YLZZl
(aasn aa xon tivhs Nomsod srax)6LIZl
(aasn aa xon tivhs Nouisod srax)810^1

VHZ nnoNVK aaxiai NvnooNowLL6TI
va nnoNVK naixai NvnooNow9L8II
VH nnoNvw aaxxaa NvnooNowSLin
va nnoNVK naixai NvnooNowMPIT

i nnoNVTC aa.TJ.Ti NvnooNow€1Pit
VHZ aais aaixaa NvnooNOwZLfll
VHD aais aa.Tj.Ti NvnooNOwUeii
WH aais aaxian NvnooNow01ZII

vz aais aaixai NvnooNowd9III
vsx aais aaxiai NvnooNowapon

WH aais aaxxn NvnooNOwap601
wo aais aaixai NvnooNowDP801

va aais aajxai NvnooNowap101
vr aais aaxxan NvnooNOwVPPOI
va aais aaxian NvnooNOw69POT
vx aais aaixan NvnooNow8PMI

VHS aais aaxian NvnooNowIP€01
vd aais aaxian NvnooNowPPZOI
VH aais aaxian NvnooNOwSPlOI
VO aais aaxian NvnooNOw001
va aais aaxian NvnooNowep660

ONV aais aaxian NvnooNowZ9860
n aais aaxian NvnooNowIP160

an aais aaxian NvnooNOwOPP60
Ai aais aaixan NvnooNowdSP60

I aais aaxian nvhoonokast60
a aais aaxian NvnooNOwap£60

vza oaox aaixan NvnooNOKDPZ60
viN oaox aaixan NvnoONOwap160
vnr oaox aaxian NvnooNowVP060

WH oaox aaxian NvnooNow6P680
wo oaox aaxian NvnooNOw8P880
va oaox aaxian NvnoONOwIP180
yjA oaox aaixan NvnooNowPPP80
VA oaox aaxian nvhoonowPPP80

vsx oaox aaxian NvnooNOwfrP^80
vr oaox aaxian NvnooNow£P£80

VHD oaox aaxian NvnooNOwZS280
va oaox aaxian nvhoonokIP180
vx oaox aaxian NvnooNowOP080
vw oaox aaixan NvmooNOwat'610
VO oaox aaixan NvnooNowat'810
v6 oaox aaxian NvnooNOwat'110
Vd oaox aaixan NvnooNOwDt-PIO
va oaox aaxian nvhoonowafPIO

ONV oaox aaxian nvhoonowVfrt'lO
an oaox aaxxai NvnooNow£10
ao oaox aaixan NvnooNOw210
n oaox aaxian NvnooNowIt'110
0 oaox aaxian NvnooNOwPfr010
I oaox aaxian NvnooNowPt'6P0
a oaox aaixan nvhoonowtr8P0

Nois nai54.0A ONon oaox aaxiai nvhoonokIPO
iHD aaixan nvhoonowZPPPO
raz aaxian NvnooNOWIt'PPO

vHn aaxian NvnooNOwOPP90

9UrBJ»Jxdq09p

vaz aaixan NvnooNowd€£90
WH aaixan NvnooNowa£290

vz aaixan NvnooNowa£190
vsx aaixan NvnooNOKD€090

VHS aaxian NvnooNOwa£6P0
va aaixan NvnooNowV£8P0
Vd aaixan NvnooNow6£IPO

YI&. aaxian NvnooNOw8€PPO
va aaixan NvnooNow1£PPO
VA aaixan NvnooNOwP£t'PO
vr aaixan NvnooNOwPE£P0

VHD aaixan NvnooNOwP£2P0
va aaixan NvnooNOw££IPO
vx aaixan NvnooNow2£OPO

VHS aaxian NvnooNOwle6M
vs aaxian NvnooNOw0£2P0
vn aaxian NvnooNOwd2LPO
vw aaixan NvnooNOwa29P0
VO aaxian NvnooNow02SPO
v5 aaixan NvnooNowD2PPO
Vd aaixan NvnooNOwa2ZPO
va aaixan NvnooNowV2ZPO

ONV aaxian NvnooNow62IM
VN aaxian NvnooNOW82OM
aa aaxian nvtioonow126£0
an aaxian NvnooNow928£0
ao aaxian NvnooNOwP21£0
n aaxian NvnooNOwPZ9£0
0 aaixan NvnooNOw£2POE
I aaxian NvnooNOw22MO
a aaxian NvnooNow12££0
V aaxian NvnooNow022£0

(aasn aa xon ttvhs Nomsod srax)dlI£0
(aasn aa xon ttvhs Nomsod srax)ai0£0
(aasn aa xon ttvhs Nomsod srax)ai620
(aasn aa xon ttvhs Noinsod srax)DI820
(aasn aa xon ttvhs Noinsod srax)ai120
(aasn aa xon ttvhs Noinsod srax)VI920

aKUN iioia NvnooNOW61P20
XHOia iioia NvnooNow81£20
NaAas iioia NvnooNow11£20

xis iioia NvnooNOw91220
aAii uoia NvnooNowPI120

anod iioia nvtioonowt'l020
aaanx xioia NvnooNOW£I610

Oiiu, uoia NvnooNow21810
aNO iioia NvnooNOwII110

oaaz iioia NvnooNOw01910
(aasn aa xon tivhs Noiusod srax)dOPIO
(aasn aa xon ttvhs Noiusod srax)aot'lO
(aasn aa xon ttvhs Nomsod srax)ao£10

(aanaa xon tivhs Noinsod srax)DO210
nonaiN NvnooNOwaono

aoiaad nHDNvw NvnooNOwVO010
VWWOD nHDNVW NVnOONOW60600

aaaavw AavaNnoa anavrus aais NvnooNOw80800
NaHdAH IdOS oaox NVnOONOW10100

noawAS NOiivNiawoD NvnooNow90900
sxoa anod NvnooNowPOPOO

NOnOD NVnOONOWMMO
aoiaad NvnooNOw£0£00
VWWOD NVnOONOW20200

sisdma NvnooNOw10100
voaia NVTIOONOW00000

osp
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o
dec hex Name
128 80 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG ANUSVARA ONE
129 81 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG VISARGA ONE
130 82 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG DAMARU
131 83 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG UBADAMA
132 84 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG INVERTED UBADAMA
133 85 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG BALUDA
134 86 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG THREE BALUDA
135 87 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG A
136 88 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG I
137 89 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG KA
138 8A MONGOLIAN LETTER AG NGA
139 8B MONGOLIAN lETIER AG CA
140 8C MONGOLIAN LETTER AG TTA
141 8D MONGOLIAN LETTER AG TTHA
142 8£ MONGOLIAN LETTER AG DDA
143 8F MONGOLIAN LETTER AG NNA
144 90 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG TA
145 91 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG DA
146 92 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG PA
147 93 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG PHA
148 94 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG SSA
149 95 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG ZHA
150 96 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG ZA
151 97 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG AH
152 98 MONGOLIAN LETTER TODO AG TA
153 99 MONGOLIAN LETTER-TODO AG ZHA
154 9A MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG GHA
155 9B MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG NGA
156 9C MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG CA
157 9D MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG JHA
158 9E MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG TTA
159 9F MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG DDHA
160 AO MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG TA
161 A1 MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG DHA
162 A2 MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG SSA
163 A3 MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG CYA
164 A4 MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG ZHA
165 A5 MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG CA
166 A6 MONGOUAN LETTER MANCHU AG HALFU
167 A7 MONGOLIAN LETTER TODO AG HALF YA
168 A8 MONGOLIAN LETTER MANCHU AG BHA
169 A9 MONGOLIAN LETTER AG DAGALGA
170 AA
171 AB
172 AC
173 AD
174 AE
175 AF
176 BO
177 B1
178 B2
179 B3
180 B4
181 B5
182 B6
183 B7
184 B8
185 B9
186 BA
187 BB
188 BC
189 BD
190 BE
191 BF
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Appendix Vr

Technical Errors Found in ‘‘N 1515”

n

1. Several graphic forms in “Mongolian Basic Character Set” have to be corrected:

009 should be 'i' 
105 should be -ft 
148 should be <€> 
166 should be

010 should be ^ 
107 should be nr* 
154 should be ^ 
168 should be «

058 should be 
118 should be 
162 should be

2. A modification in “Mongolian Variant Selector Set”:
The abbreviation for the control symbol MC should be changed into MVS so as to conform 
it to its full name.

3. Changes in ’’Mongolian Reference Table”:
(1) Basic characters:

(J) Apart jfrom those corrections listed in 1, the character Ns. 051 should be ^
(2) All the serial numbers in the Table should consist of three digits (000 — 171) in 

accordance with those provided in the Basic Set.
(D The name of the letter No. 59 should be changed into KHA.

(2) Presentation forms:
(J) Errors in numbers:

The number for 39. 2 should be 056.
The number for 44. 2 should be 137.
The number for 45. 2 should be 137, too.

(D Glyph:
0 Its second presentation form should be ^ .
34 ^ Its third presentation form a ( second final form) is one attached from 

below to roxmd — top characters ( ^ , 'o , “<*> , etc. ), so it should be cancelled.
48 Its presentation form 48—3 should be
53 ^ Its presentation form 34 — 2 should be ^

54 Its presentation form 34 — 2 should be ^
63 ^ Its presentation forms should be ^ and ^ .

71 Its presentation fonns should be ^ ^ , -4 .
99 — 1 should be: .
103 - 2 should be .
105 41 Its presentation forms should be -fe , .
118 Its presentation form should be rg* .
160 Its presentation form should be .
165 ^ Its presentation form should be .
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(3) Unification Table:
3 * Its PE should be changed into pr.
9 '' Its CO should be changed into cm.
10 ^ Its PE should be changed into pr.
132 Its DAM should be changed into dm.
135 ^ Its BAL should be changed into bl.

(4) Presentation Rule:
In order to present the character itself, the code itself should be added to it. 

Thus, the rule for -so should be i
the rule for ; should be • ;

• •

Because a mere MCO could never present a character.
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Appendix H Mongolian Reference Table

BASIC CHARACTERS PRESENTATION FOBMS UNIFICATION TABLE PRESENTA'

z;o

No CHARAC -
'FERS

NAME No CLYPH NAME M'S) 'r® s® MA® RULE rO'l’AL
NO

000 M.‘t>BlRGA br br um

1 ■>3 birgu firm form br br wm 000

2 birgu accond form br br -o H2S21 001

3 ■>33 birgu lliird form br br 002

4 ''933 birgu fourtli form br br mM 003

001 ; M. ELLIPSIS d cl cl cl ;

002 ♦ M. COMMA cm •

003 - M. PERIOD pr

004 . . M.COLON cl
1

cl cl cl ••

005 ■O’ M. FOUR DO'rS fd fd

006
?! M. COMBINATORY SYMBOL C8 C3 ?! mm

1 ! ? combinulory aymbol ultemutive form cu Cd ?! mm 004

007 1 MT.«>SOn' HYPHEN all '

008 -t MS.'3>3Il.LABIi: BOUNDARY MARKER sbm 4

009 MM.®COMMA cni V

010 MM. PERIOD pr V
V

Q) M. = MONGOUAN (5) M. = MONGOL
(2) MT. = MONGOUAN TODO ® T. =TODO
® MS. = MONGOUAN SIDE @ S. =SIDE
® MM. = MONGOUAN MANCIIU (g> MA. = MANCIIU



c. c _______c
BASIC CHARACTERS PRESENTATION EOUMS UNIFICATION TAMEE PBESENPATION

No CHARAC -
TERS

NAME No CLYPH NAME M T S MA RULE TOTAL
NO

on ■ M. NIRUGU nr nr nr nr 0

016 0 MDPZERO 7.C zc 0

017 9 MD. ONE on on 0

018 a MD. TWO tw Iw a
019 MD. THREE ih th n
020 d MD. FOUR fo fo 0
021 lA MD. FIVE fi fi j\
022 6 MD. SIX si si 6

023 (D MD. SEVEN sc so (D
024 b MD. EIGHT ci ci L
025 G MD. NINE ni ni 0

032 ML® A ml. a (IrBt iBoIatc fomi
0 a a n <. um

033 : : ml. a second i.solalc fonn a

1 ml. a initial form a a a a 005
2 ml. a first medial form a n a a

^ Mm 006
3 ml. a second medial form a

<. wm 007
4 ml. a third medial fornt a a 008
5 ml. a final fonn a a a a

< mm 009
6 ml. tt connected final fonn a mKL 010
7 ml. a separato final form n n n a

<. mm 01 1
(X) MD. = MONCOUAN DIGIT (g) ML. = MONGOUAN LETTEIl

4
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